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Figure 1: Soft textile materials: (A) Physical engagement with textiles; (B) Own digitized textile material files in CLO3D [10]; (C) Textiles draped on a disc.

ABSTRACT
Fashion design has rapidly become a digital process where textiles are simulated as soft, conformable materials on a digital body. The embodied experience and physical interaction with the textile have been replaced by screen-based media, resulting in a gap in understanding between physical and digital textile material. Consequently, understanding digitized textile properties and characteristics has become challenging for practitioners. This research investigates fashion designers’ implicit understanding when selecting textiles, specifically how interactions with physical textiles influence design considerations. Twenty digital fashion designers interacted with ten physical textile materials via tangible and scientific drape measurements, reflecting upon their design considerations. In digital environments, a tangible understanding of material properties is vital, and scientific drape measurements add significant understanding to digital design. The research advances our understanding of integrating digital tools in textile and soft material practices, where a postphenomenological approach is employed to help formulate the design considerations in selecting materials.
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1 A TECHNOLOGICAL SHIFT IN TEXTILE PRACTICE
Fashion design (and other textile design) practices have recently undergone a paradigm shift to digital fashion. The technological shift was pushed by COVID-19 and motivated by socio-technical
factors of digitalization and a need to transition towards sustainable practices. Before the technological shift, designers commonly considered and selected textile material properties through physical engagement with the materials (Fig. 1A), enabling an implicit evaluation of the textile properties and characteristics. In the ongoing transformation to digital design, designers consider textiles on a computer screen (Fig. 1B), often disconnected from tangible interaction. The wide range of textiles, with their large variety of properties, makes them tunable for an extensive range of purposes, including clothing, architecture, automotive, and medical applications. Textiles are the fundamental materials in fashion and clothing, available in endless variety, each with its unique visual and tactile experience. Textiles play a significant role in our daily lives by affecting our movement depending on how they bend, fold, stretch, and drape along with our body movement. Drape here refers to the technical term that describes how the textile falls, folds, or flows thanks to gravity and other forces, as seen in (Fig. 1C).

Fashion designers negotiate functional and aesthetic design considerations when creating an embodied garment. These design negotiations are phenomenological (e.g., is it warm enough for the intended climate) and postphenomenological (e.g., does this style help express the wearers’ worldview). Fashion Designs’ digital paradigm shift allows software to visualize tens of options but has isolated the designer’s involvement with the material “human-artifact relations” [66]. The lack of a physical textile requires a new digital understanding of physical-digital textile relationships that we see emerging in conversations with digital fashion designers [17]. Postphenomenological approaches to understanding textile material-aesthetics [19] have shown touching the fabric “fabric hand” and textile drape play a key role in moving past screen-based “dis-embodiment” [53]. We speculate that digital fashion software struggles to respect the subtle yet unique differences between phenomenological and postphenomenological design considerations in textiles. Previous design research has shown that fashion and textile designers are particularly specialized in dealing with the subtleties of textile “aesthetics, comfort or functionality” as a discipline [69], which is implicit and difficult to communicate outside the field [34]. This leads us to wonder how tangible and drape interactions with textiles relate to the design considerations of fashion designers, so we do not lose the specialized textile understanding moving forward.

Software like CLO3D [10], Browzwear [7], and Lectra/Gerber [24] enable fashion designers to design, fit, and simulate fashion [4, 17, 30]. Creating new textile definitions is difficult due to the prohibitive cost of equipment and specialized expertise required for accurately measuring textile properties and drape [45]. Most fashion software uses digital textile materials based on objective measured textile properties, e.g., bending, tensile elongation, shear, and friction, as seen in Fig. 2 [45, 47, 58]. We find most designers use the included digital textile examples. This is challenging because often there is little understanding of the digital relationship with the physical textile. The software allows users to add physical properties to generate [60] and visualize (as drape) digital textiles, allowing for a comparison between the physical and digital drape of the textile [42], but few designers do this. Fashion designers often approach textiles through bodily interaction, drawing upon their tacit and implicit knowledge to inform their experience. In contrast, textile science relies on objective measurements to consider textile properties [56]. Instead of looking directly at the software, we look at the bodily interactions of the designers to better understand what is happening when choosing a textile.

Where we would have once looked to digital software to see what changed, we now wonder how digital fashion designers negotiate the design considerations of physical textiles. To explore how digital designers confront physical textiles in practice, we devised the Fold, Stand, Drape bodily design study. We asked twenty digital fashion designers to experience ten textiles typically used in fashion design with a description of how the digital and physical design processes typically work. The digital fashion designers documented their design considerations while handling and observing the physical properties of textiles, reflecting on how that changed their textile decisions when designing. We were deeply interested in what happens when interacting with physical textiles as we find something is missing when the designers work only with digital textiles at the beginning of the design process.

The research contributes to the understanding of design considerations for textiles in design: 1) digital fashion designers continue to build design considerations upon tangible understanding, which reinforces the already found importance of the tangible for an implicit understanding of textile properties for designing in a digital environment; 2) fashion designers’ textile material understanding is deepened by examining drape, which emphasizes the importance of observing the physical textile in reality when making design considerations; 3) fashion designers value both phenomenological and postphenomenological experiences to develop design considerations for textile materials. Combining tangible interaction and drape observation with the same physical textiles provides new insights into closely related physical experiences with textiles. The findings give valuable input for research to create physical-digital textile relationships, making them more understandable and accessible. The research intends to inform researchers and practitioners engaging in embodied textile research and the fields of fashion, textiles, and developing software for clothing, gaming, and immersive reality.

2 CURRENT PRACTICES OF CONSIDERING SOFT TEXTILE MATERIALS

A challenge with textiles is how different communities consider the properties and characteristics of textiles in practice. Fashion design tends to use implicit textile material knowledge focusing on aesthetics, comfort, and functionality [52, 56, 69]. Textile science uses objective mechanical and physical properties and develops measurement systems to define (or predict) textile drape, touch, and quality by relating the properties [5, 12, 36]. Design researchers prefer exploring, understanding, integrating, and defining textiles (and other soft materials) through embodied interaction and user-centered perspectives [18, 55, 65]. Berglin et al. [3] suggested looking at approaches used in interaction design, stressing the importance of methods “for working, throughout the design process, with a broad perspective on fashion aesthetics where the expressiveness of acts of use is systematically linked to the expressiveness of textile materials and clothing form” [3].
Figure 2: Textile Material lab with physical textile drape and simulations in Lectra [24] based on the textile measurements: (A) SiroFAST [5] system for objective measurement of textile; (B) SiroFAST [5] menu with measured textile properties; (C) SiroFAST [5] property data; (D) simulated textile drape; (E) physical textile drape; (F) simulated or digital textile drape; (G) simulated skirt.

Although approaches differ, there is a shared interest among design researchers, textile material and computer science researchers, and fashion designers in understanding textile properties like tensile elongation (stretch), bending, flexibility, and drape [1, 42, 47]. Cooperation between perspectives brings specific domain knowledge of fashion design when creating the properties and characteristics of garments that satisfy aesthetics and functionality [20]. We elaborate on approaches in fashion design (2.1), textile materials science (2.2), and design research practices (2.3) to see how they can inform each other in the shift to digital design.

2.1 How fashion and textile designers approach soft textile materials

Traditionally, fashion designers start with a sketch and then use two methods to create garment designs. One method is draping a soft textile material around a dress form (or mannequin: a generalized physical representation of the body) to define cut textile panels. A 2D pattern is traced from the draped panels [37, 48]. Another standard method is pattern drafting, where a two-dimensional (2D) pattern is drafted often from a basic block (a flattened 2D representation of the body), which is then physically prototyped (referred to as "sampled"). Both methods require a highly iterative process of prototypes in multiple sizes (fit samples) depending on the quality and complexity of the designed garment [59]. “The garment design process is highly specialised, requiring a combination of design creativity and technical pattern making skills, as well as a thorough knowledge of fabric performance” [30]. The move to digital design contributes to reducing textile materials and the required time [17, 43, 48].

The software digitalization of fashion began in the late 1990s, but widespread use accelerated significantly during the COVID-19 pandemic, resulting in fast technological changes in textile material practice [17, 37]. In current practice, digital fashion design software has translated the traditional process to digital iterations, see Fig. 3. Virtual garments allow design practice to digitally simulate prototypes and explore possibilities rapidly [4, 17, 60], see Fig. 3E. Yet, the screen-based nature of digital design has created a gap with the tangible interaction of the physical textile. As a result, designers face new challenges when incorporating digital tools and designing using digital textiles, see Fig. 3D, instead of physical textiles. There needs to be a better relationship between physical and digital textiles that the designer needs to address. Fashion designer Ruben Baker stated it best, “My biggest concern in my business is that what I’m doing in 3D, can I trust it or can I not trust it?” [17]. Designers often need to adjust the sliders of the textile properties artistically, see Fig. 3B and 3D, to make the digital textile appear more like the physical textile [22].

3D clothing design software addresses time-consuming complexity and creativity that has evolved between 2D patterns and 3D design on the screen-based abstraction of a body [4, 8, 50, 60]. The software helps understand the complexity of textile structures when draped on the body, stemming from the expert knowledge of fiber and yarn properties [8, 9, 14, 69]. Commonly, the mentioned skills require multiple years to master this knowledge [57]. The digital representation enables designers to develop and communicate early in the design process, encouraging greater collaboration [50]. The designer can now consider the complete manufactured textile, making it easier to communicate the direct interaction between the design and the textile with stakeholders across fields and disciplines. Is a physical interaction still needed with the textile to understand how the resulting textile garment interacts with the body? We experience as experts that the digital textile libraries that present the digital textile as a flat textured image see Fig. 3D or, at best, on a proportionless sphere (or disc), make it challenging to understand the digital textile in relation to the physical textile.

There is a rich variety in physical textiles, each with a unique visual and tactile experience based on the fiber composition (e.g., cotton, wool, polyester), yarn construction, or structure (knit, woven, and non-woven) [21, 37, 68]. From objective measured textile properties, 3D fashion design software calculates and simulates fiber
and structure, which can be complex [42]. Moreover, in fashion and textiles, design practice varies based on location and interactions with a complex system of stakeholders. The difference between handmade Parisian Haute Couture, high-end designer, contemporary, high-street, and mass-market clothing is enormous [28, 37] yet the software is the same. 3D fashion design software is now used in design practices [17], and those engaging with digital-only fashion design [4, 60], personalized digital knitting [4], garment-shape through textile manipulation [8, 50], shape-changing textiles interfaces [9], and sustainable approaches like zero waste cutting [49]. These involve direct interaction with the textile process and call for an explicit understanding of design considerations to be translated into fashion design software.

2.2 How material science and computer science approach soft textile materials

The digitalization of textiles for garments is urgent, as expressed by the European Textile Strategy [11] which stresses the importance of the designer in the decision process to select and use durable, quality materials as part of the strategy to reduce the extreme amounts of waste textile practices are causing [23]. The urgency of sustainability in clothing and textiles requires changes in all parts of fashion practice, affecting the textile practice particularly: “Fabric decisions are best made before designing a specific silhouette” [37] to avoid errors in prototypes. Incorporating a sustainable attitude in an aesthetic design process and finding new ways [50] also applies to creating digital prototypes, considering soft textile materials used for garments with their large diversity and very subtle differences in characteristics between similar textiles with different material properties [8]. Understanding the technical challenges in measuring and simulating intricate textile properties requires input from textile material science [45] and computer science [6].

Textile material and computer science use elaborate measuring systems to determine objective mechanical and physical properties. Systems like the Kawabata Evaluation System (KES) and Fabric Analyses by Simple Testing (FAST) measure and connect bending, shear, extensibility (elongation), and compression properties to performance and touch [5, 36]. Objective-measured properties and textile weight simulate textile [6], enabling digital garment fitting and connecting physical and digital textiles [47, 58]. Fit, in this sense, is an interaction between the digital 3D human, digital textile, and digital 2D pattern [42]. Textile properties of bending, elongation (stretch), shear (diagonal stretch), and friction play a crucial role. Tensile measurement devices are commonly used to test according to multiple standards; the elongation standard is advised as a starting point to obtain elongation and shear for 3D fashion design software [16, 43, 45, 62].

This is not to say that these are standards everyone uses; many of the mentioned software companies have their textile testing kits that are incompatible with each other due to different methods, incomparable units, and a lack of accuracy, with most believing that textile manufacturers should provide these objective measurements [16, 43, 45, 62]. Objective material characterization is often seen as a black box of physical properties, e.g., Fig. 4, requiring material and computer scientists to spend enormous effort creating relationships between each software’s physical and digital textiles. Working with multiple software packages is common in practice [17] causing efforts towards interoperability between systems [62]. The accuracy of measurement affects the accuracy of the simulation [45, 47, 58] resulting in time and material investment as each textile is measured multiple times to obtain software-specific properties, adding to the need for more standardization [16, 45, 47, 62].

From the material science perspective, the static textile drape is how the material flows or stands, influenced by gravity [13]. Drape is often measured by laying a 30 cm (about 11.81 in) diameter textile centered on an 18 cm (about 7.09 in) disc. In the Cusick drape test method, the fixed proportions and circular shape result in an even overhang of the drape [12, 13, 63]. Drape is understood as the interaction between the textile’s bending and shear properties (see Fig. 4), where the internal forces (related to, e.g., fiber, yarn, weave,
Figure 4: Draped textiles and their SiroFAST [5] measurements showing the differences in bending, shear, extensibility (elongation) properties, and weight of: (A) cotton twill; (B) silk Pongé; (C) silk organza.

finish) intersect with the textile’s weight and gravity, determining how the textile folds, stands, and drapes. Bending and shear properties are highly correlated to textile drape. The interaction between bending and shear causes unique, subtle, and significant differences in a textile drape and behavior [13, 42]. Subjective comparisons by expert users between the digital and the physical textile drape have shown high correlations, making the drape helpful for comparing and verifying physical and digital drape [42].

2.3 How design researchers approach soft textile materials

Novel approaches are needed to understand the digital-physical relationships of these materials [17, 43], which has been a focus of recent TEI and related communities as a form of hybrid embodied knowledge [61] or first-person embodied textile experience [52]. Design research has been interested in tangible soft textile materials, showing the importance of documenting the process [26], sharing tangible swatches [55], new textile design processes [70], and bridging between different disciplines [69]. Design researchers have also shown soft textiles play a key role in embodied interaction with wind [54], electrostimulation [41], conductive biomaterials [2], and shape-change [40, 65]. Recent research like SKOBY has measured the flexibility (elongation) of microbial textiles [1], drape motion using Machine Learning [29], and the importance of fit and stretch to capture motion sensing [46]. Additionally, design researchers have recognized the challenges and opportunities in exploring the potential of tuning textile and yarn properties for understanding the relationships between fabrication processes, material properties, and interactive possibilities [9, 14].

Embodiment is an important concept for garments, given the constant, direct, and intimate contact with the body requires. Elements of embodied interaction show how “relevant behaviours to tactile experiences with textiles that we have not accessed with previous methods, and no previous descriptions were encountered in the fashion design and textile literature, or more generally in relation to materials experience” [56]. Design research into materials [18, 41, 46, 54, 64] has begun to address understanding soft materials. Yet, the challenge of defining the design considerations surrounding textile materials remains [9, 14, 45, 50, 57, 69]. But we remain hopeful as there are many approaches in more complex materials like the “Material Experiences Framework” [25, 35], the “Materials in Product Selection Tool” [38], and the “Material Lens” [67]. Postphenomenological framing in Research through Design increases a deeper and more dimensional understanding of human-technology relations [31]. The importance of tangible interaction often lost in current digital practice, is addressed [32, 33, 53], asking for new physical and digital soft materials relationships to be addressed. Moreover, exploration of the definition “hybrid” and the digital-physical relation in “co-production” [15] and more than human approaches [39] show.

In design research, it is generally understood that a phenomenological understanding of materials requires tangible interaction. A material-aesthetic-driven interaction design perspective considers how material shapes the design and interacts with the wearer’s body, how the wearer interacts with the garment [18] and how technical and aesthetic materials interact. In “Solar Garments” [19], textile material and solar cells (both selected for their tactility) lead the researcher to see technology as a material from a postphenomenological perspective [19]. A valuable approach for other HCI researchers [27], postphenomenology seeks to overcome technology’s purely functional and instrumental roles [19] by embracing material aesthetics to consider how the technology artifact mediates between humans and the world. In this role, technology can “coshape” [66] new relationships or reinforce or decrease interpretations between humans and their worlds. Subjectivity and objectivity are shaped by the mediation of our behavior and perception through technology. Suppose aesthetics includes the bodily interaction or sensory level. In that case, the practical handling of “things” and the materiality of “things” becomes relevant again beyond just a visual perception of beauty and style [66].

3 METHODOLOGY

We recruited 20 digital 3D fashion designers in an upper-level 3D fashion design course for a three-part workshop. Participants agreed to an informed consent form where collected data was anonymized. The workshop was described as a research project and not part of their educational program; three male and seventeen female students ranging from twenty to twenty-seven years
old participated. The workshop took place in a European context, but the international nature of the course brought students from worldwide. Participants were enrolled in a digital 3D fashion design course with specific classes on working with digital textiles. Participants had 3D fashion design firmly embedded in their curriculum, with at least two years of previous experience with the 3D design software, including adjusting avatars and designing cutting patterns. Many participants had previous experience with physical fashion design. They were prompted to work in a hybrid way and to consider the interaction between digital and physical designs with physical samples. In order to inform designers, design researchers, and software developers, of the digital physical textile experience, we concentrated on opening an understanding of how design practitioners consider physical textiles instead of the software-based digital textiles they are used to.

Participants engaged in a high-paced, four-hour-long workshop that followed the typical time frame of fashion practice. The workshop was divided into three phases: Tangible, Drape, and Reflection. To ensure that the design considerations remained unbiased during the Tangible phase, the participants were kept unaware of the content of the next phase. Additionally, the Drape phase was conducted in a separate room. Ten textiles were selected, see Table 1, with both similar and distinctive characteristics inspired by previous research [42]. The ten textiles, publicly accessible at our university library, were divided into five end-use categories familiar to fashion designers. While the end-use possibilities are extensive and depend on the designer, brand, and fashion [37, 68], we included the most common textiles in our test set in Table 1. Fashion typically describes fabrics by their assumed end use, e.g., suitings are textiles used to make a suit. We organized the textiles by weight of each end-use category see Table 1. We did not share the textile information with the participants during the workshop.

The textiles were cut into square samples measuring 30x30 cm (see Fig. 5A) for the Tangible phase and circular samples 30 cm in diameter (see Fig. 5B) for the Drape phase. For the Drape phase, a semi-scientific drape setup with the circular samples was placed on a laser-cut disc of 18 cm (see Fig. 5B and C) based on previous research [42, 44]. A questionnaire with structured open questions for each phase was given. Participants were instructed to: 1) touch the textiles similarly, 2) thoroughly consider each textile, and 3) fill in the questionnaire.

The first phase, Tangible, started with a presentation (appendix 1) in which the participants were introduced to examples of how other material researcher approaches materiality, including examples from Giacardi and Karana [25], Wiberg [67], and Kesteren et al. [38]. Inspired by “Interaction Design Methods in Fashion Design Teaching” [3], we asked participants to consider methods in contrast to fashion design practices to approach textiles from a fresh perspective. Participants touched and interacted with all ten textiles (see Fig. 6), noting their design considerations based on the structured questions see Table 2.

The second phase, Drape, consisted of an introduction to scientific drape measuring methods, including a presentation on drape analysis methods. During the workshops, the participants worked with physical textiles. To link with the digital environment, a digital library with the ten textiles draped on a digital drape meter according to the standard dimensions [42] was presented (see Fig. 7) with examples of how the library functions practically in CLO3D. This scientific drape method for generating digital textile definitions was a novel workflow for the participants. Participants were asked to consider the physical draped textile (see Fig. 8) and to record their insight on each sample’s design considerations. Semi-structured interview questions about the drape phase (Table 3) considering the Drape observations of the textile followed.

The third phase, Reflection, asked participants to reflect on how the information from the drape phase changed their design considerations from the Tangible phase for each textile, see Table 4. Textiles from Tangible interaction and Drape observation were available for the reflecting participants.

### 4 RESULTS

Responses to the Tangible, Drape, and Reflection phase questions in Tables 2, 3, and 4 were organized into a spreadsheet (appendix 2), sorted by responses per participant and textile type (see Table 1). Open interview questions enriched the participant data and reflections. The input from the participants was tagged to enable selection based on characteristics (e.g., soft, rough, stiff, etc.) while the context of their answers was preserved. During the study, we

### Table 1: Textiles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identifier</th>
<th>Category Code</th>
<th>End-use category</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Weight in g/m²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21F00013</td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>Sheer/special occasion</td>
<td>Silk Organza</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21F00015</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>Sheer /special occasion</td>
<td>Silk Pongé</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21F00012</td>
<td>B1</td>
<td>Shirts/blouses/dresses</td>
<td>Cotton Satin-unbleached</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21F00018</td>
<td>B2</td>
<td>Shirts/blouses/dresses</td>
<td>Poplin / Organic</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21F00035</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>Sweaters/jumpers</td>
<td>Winter sweat</td>
<td>295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21F00036</td>
<td>C2</td>
<td>Sweaters/jumpers</td>
<td>Inlay or loopback weft knit [21]</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22F00001</td>
<td>D1</td>
<td>Suiting/coats</td>
<td>Slightly felted wool</td>
<td>279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22F00002</td>
<td>D2</td>
<td>Suiting/coats</td>
<td>Wool (CK)</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21F00020</td>
<td>E1</td>
<td>Casual wear/jeans</td>
<td>Heavy Twill/White denim</td>
<td>381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22F00000</td>
<td>E2</td>
<td>Casual wear/jeans</td>
<td>Raw Denim</td>
<td>470</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*From Table 1 only the category code was given to the participants*
Figure 5: Workshop preparation: (A) Tangible samples of the ten textiles; (B) Drape samples of the ten textiles, with laser-cut support disc and stand; (C) the circular samples draped on the support disc.

Table 2: Questions **Tangible interaction**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1 What do you feel when you touch the fabric?</td>
<td>To generate insight and implicit understanding into the process when designers consider textiles for a design.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2 What could you use this fabric for, and for what not? Why?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3 What is the comfort of the fabric? How does it feel on your skin, inside and outside?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4 What are you considering when you select this fabric for designing?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: In the Tangible phase of the workshop, participants felt and expressed design considerations: (A) Textile A1; (B) Textile A2; (C) Textile C2; (D) Textile E1.

Table 3: Questions **Drape observation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D1 What textile properties and characteristics can you observe?</td>
<td>Questions to get insight into the participants’ design considerations (observations from the top and front of the drape)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2 What else can you observe about this fabric?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3 What could you use this fabric for and what not in your opinion? Why?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Du1 How many waves or nodes can you count?</td>
<td>Drape Understanding (Du). Ensure thorough observation and analyses, in a similar way, increase understanding (observations from the top of the drape)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Du2 The amount of drape (ten point scale: no drape - a lot of drape)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Du3 The stiffness of the drape (ten point scale: limp-stiff)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dg1 What did you learn from the drape analyses?</td>
<td>Drape general questions (Dg) (Not textile specific). Get insight based on the presentation and drape methods.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dg2 How does the information from the drape analyses effects your design practice?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 7: Configuration of the digital textile library, simulated in CLO3D [10] based on textile measurement of physical textiles from Table 1 (A) The library in Microsoft SharePoint [51]; (B) The library is connected in CLO3D [10]; (C) and (D) directly accessible and usable digital textiles with different properties – samples 30 cm diameter draped on an 18 cm disc, and sliders with converted textile properties.

Figure 8: Drape phase of the workshop (A) and (B) where participants observed drape and made design considerations.

Table 4: Questions Reflection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>- To give the participants guidance for the reflection on the drape analyses. - To measure how the drape observation influenced their design considerations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>How does the information from the drape view and drape analyses change your design consideration for this textile? How does it: Inform you? Confirm you? Challenge you?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>When you look back at your considerations you wrote down during Tangible, what can you alter based on the insights from Drape?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
analyzed the data on each textile to determine how their characteristics relate to measurable properties and how design considerations evolved throughout the workshop. Additionally, we examined the data based on the intended end-use for each textile.

4.1 Design considerations across workshop phases

In Table 5, exemplary observations of the participants summarize the main findings. The observations are organized in three categories: Section 1) The importance of tangible interaction for the interpretation of the textile material; Section 2) Increased understanding resulting in a changed attitude towards the textile material through drape observations; Section 3) The design considerations based on tangible interaction changed after observing the textile’s drape. The textiles are indicated with the category code given in Table 1. Participants were assigned anonymous individual numbers (e.g., P1, P2, etc.). Full results are provided in the appendix, and findings are presented in section 5.

5 FINDINGS

The workshop caused a shift in the participants’ design considerations. Tangible interaction was a crucial element for their design considerations, as shown in Table 5. The observation of the drape contributed to material understanding and design considerations. The participants’ comprehension of the material and attitude towards it improved during the drape phase.

5.1 Importance of a Tangible reference

The results from the Reflection phase showed the importance of Tangible interaction to the participants with physical textiles for interpreting the material. P17, as an example, when reflecting on textile-B2 stated that it was challenging "to look at the properties without touching it because the observation was a bit different. It looks stiff, but it isn’t; it’s quite soft" when reflecting upon the Tangible considerations. Similarly, P7 preferred Tangible interaction to understand the textile: "When feeling the fabric, I can say more about it than when I look at it." P7 and P17 illustrate the importance of Tangible interaction and the challenges of the digital transition of textiles. The Tangible phase includes different layers of understanding, implicit knowledge, experience, and skills previously gained through making, interpreting, and relating. Through this method of interaction, design considerations are made based on the textile properties and characteristics in relation to bodily perspective, use, wear, situation, application, making, finishing, performance, quality, durability, and aesthetics. The findings and statements of the participants emphasize that Tangible interaction is an important way of working with soft materials. The Tangible interaction is increasingly missing when designers work in digital 3D design programs and select their materials on a screen.

We observed that participants’ bodily interaction in the Drape phase with the textile interactions elicited participants to consider the samples from both first and second-person perspectives, often in combination with each other. From a first-person perspective, for example, P20 considered "the structure" of textile-A1 from a designerly perspective to “create transparent volume” and “straight designs with a transparent look.” When considering the second-person perspective, for example, P13 for textile-C1, considered the body of the wearer, mentioning their comfort, and protection against cold in combination with the first-person perspective, for example, “a thick fabric, maybe not the best for draping”. Additionally, participants related the distinct characteristics of each textile, explored during the Tangible phase, to a possible use. P13, for example, related the “super stretch, solid, flexible, soft and warm” characteristics of textile-C2 to “feels comforting” connecting this to a “sweater” as a suitable garment. For the textile-B2, P4 considered “elegant pants,” and questioned if a lining was needed related to the "silky, smooth, thin, slippery, no stretch, nice on the skin" characteristics.

In some cases, the requirements, and challenges for working with the textiles (make and finish) were considered, like P18 related "hard to work with sewing-wise" to the "fragile" characteristics of textile-A2. Or P18 considered that the design possibilities for drape or structure the textile-B2 could be used to create “a sheer top or dress that has to be very flowy and lightweight.” Furthermore, characteristics were often considered in relation to a degree of luxury or durability. P4, for example, related the characteristics of textile-B2 to "elegant pants" and simultaneously considered "Can I decrease how much it creases? Will it stain easily?" The durability and quality considerations of the participants fit the requirements of the European Textile Strategy.

The results showed that most of the participants understood the textiles quite well: They identified textile characteristics (e.g., soft, smooth, silky, slippery, rough, structured, flexible, stiff, stretchy, thick, thin, fragile, breathable, warm, scratchy, insulting, creases, wrinkles), drape characteristics (stiff, flowy), optical characteristics (see-through, shine), and the weight for the lighter or heavier textiles. The proposed end-use largely supports the common end-use of the selected qualities described in Table 1.

5.2 Contribution of Drape observation to material understanding and the design considerations

The Reflections of participants enabled us to identify ways that Drape observation contributed to a more nuanced understanding of the textiles considered in Tangible. While in some cases, Drape (somewhat) confirmed the design considerations, we also see a change in the attitude of many participants towards the materials by relating the Drape observation to the Tangible interaction. Some participants used Tangible interaction to examine the drape and based their design considerations on the drape properties of the textile, but their considerations changed after the Drape phase. P18, for example, stated they would like to use textile-A2 "for a sheer top or dress that has to be flowy and lightweight." Through observing the Drape, understanding, and attitude changed towards the textile: “It’s more fragile than I thought. It is shiny and soft. The drape is beautiful. The fabric is challenging sewing-wise because it is so fragile. Not as see-through as I thought, nice shine as well”.

In some cases, the change in attitude during Drape observation also highly impacted participants’ thoughts on the suitability of the materials for certain kinds of designs. During Tangible P17 considered that textile-A2 could be used for “Curtains for privacy”
Table 5: Examples of the process across the different workshop phases on the design considerations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase 1 Tangible interaction</th>
<th>Design considerations</th>
<th>Phase 2 Drape observations</th>
<th>Phase 3 Reflection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Properties and end-use</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Textile-B2 - P7</strong>: Thin light weighted fabric, but a little stiff. It feels nice on the skin, but it does not fold very nicely. The outside is more structured &amp; the inside is more smooth. Maybe a structured top or structured dress, but it is see-through, so then I’ll have to line it.</td>
<td>“I think I would use it for samples.”</td>
<td>“Stiff, crisp. Lightweight, but sturdy.”</td>
<td>“When feeling the fabric I can say more about it than when I look at it.” Changes: “Nothing.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Textile-B2 - P17</strong>: The fabric feels quite soft and smooth. It feels soft on the skin and breathable, like a cotton weave. The fabric can be used for casual summer wear. It is not suitable for outer or winterwear.</td>
<td>“I am considering the fact that it is a white simple weave that can be used for a lot basic designs.”</td>
<td>“It looks stiff and like it wrinkles easily. It’s woven and white.” Use: “Shirt.”</td>
<td>“It wrinkles easily. It can be used for casual wear.” Challenging: “To look at the properties without touching it, because the observation was a bit different. It looks stiff, but it isn’t its actually quite soft.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Section 2) Increased understanding resulting in a changed attitude towards the textile material through drape observations

| Textile-C2 - P13: Super stretch – solid – flexible -Soft. Soft and warm would feel comforting, Use: “Top/sweaters.” | “Tiny bit see-through – but a lot is possible with the stretch.” | “Thick – solid - a lot of drape → flexible. Soft – not see-through.” Use: “Sweaters.” | “There is more drape than when I thought while feeling the fabric. Even though the fabric is solid, it is super flexible” |
| Textile-A2 - P18: Very soft but fragile, light weighted, makes a sand, is see-through and fringes easily. It feels comfortable and soft on the skin. Also breathable yet sweaty in summer? I would use it for a sheer top or dress that has to be very flowy and lightweight. | “If I want my garment to be see-through and this fragile, it is also hard to work with sewing-wise.” | “Looks soft, shiny, comfortable on the skin and drapes nicely. Shiny surface.” Use for: “Sheer tops, summer collections, flowy garments.” | “It’s more fragile than I thought. It is shiny and soft, the drape is beautiful. The fabric is challenging sewing-wise because it is so fragile. Not as see-through as I thought, nice shine as well.” |

Section 3) The design considerations based on tangible interaction changed after observing the textile’s drape

| Textile-A2 - P17: The fabric is very comfortable, soft on the skin, both sides and almost weightless. ... Curtains for privacy ... not really suitable for garments because it is so see-through.” | “I’m considering the fact that it is lightweight, see-through and that it doesn’t wrinkle easily.” | “It is shiny, and a bit see-through. It looks smooth and lightweight. Its white and woven.” Use: “Curtains, sleepwear, or lingerie.” | “It could be used for a garment. It is weightless and therefore drapes easily.” Challenging: “To look at ways how to use the fabric.” Changes: “That it would be pretty as a sleepwear. I first said it wouldn’t be suitable for a fashion garment.” |
| Textile-A1 - P20: A bit rough and crunchy. It’s thin and breathable but not too soft. For creating transparent volume, for straight designs with a transparent look.” | “The structure.” | “Thin but stiff. Very light, so light it doesn’t have a lot of drape. To create shape + texture.” | “That it is stiffer. I already thought it was very stiff. Even stiffer than I expected.” Challenge: “Play further to know the structure.” |
| Textile-C1 - P13: Inside super soft, no stretch super solid, strong. Comforting, warm would be something people could wear every day. Tops and sweaters. Especially with sweater people love a super soft inside.” | “Kind of a thick fabric, maybe not the best for crazy Draping.” | “Thick - not symmetrical draping. Solid – soft”. Use: “Sweaters.” | “Seeing it as drape, it was more than when I only felt the fabric. You can indeed drape crazy with it.” |
as it was “not really suitable for garments because it is so see-through.” After the Drape observation, their design considerations changed by finding that the textile “is weightless and therefore drapes easily. It would be pretty as sleepwear.” During Tangible, P4 considered textile-B2 for: “Blouses, dresses. Elegant pants.” Through the observed Drape, on the other hand, they visualized that: “The fabric was/ seemed way stiffer during Drape than during Tangible, I suggested a wider range of garments than during Drape.”

Regardless of how Drape confirmed or changed the considerations made through Tangible, we observed that the combination of methods supported participants in gaining a deeper material understanding. In turn, this deeper understanding helped participants consider the possible implications of using the textiles for specific applications. P1, for example, considered the “Ability to build volume with” textile-A1 during Tangible interaction. The reflection of P1 on the Drape observation indicates an increased understanding and better insight into the end effect of textile-A1 on the garment they envisioned before: “The fabric was stiffer than I expected” so “it would create a stiffer, more voluminous underskirt from what I originally thought.” P13 had a similar experience after observing the Drape of textile-C2: “There is more drape than when I thought while feeling the fabric. Even though the fabric is solid, it is super flexible”.

More than a tool for visualizing measurement input in digital design, these reflections indicate that the introduction of Drape observation to textile consideration can support designers to increase their understanding of materials. Drape observation equips designers with new tools to consider the characteristics of physical materials for their designs. Combined with Tangible, Drape observation can also equip designers to better understand digital textile materials when designing in digital environments.

6 DISCUSSING AND REFLECTING UPON THE CHALLENGES AND IMPLICATIONS OF DESIGNING WITH DIGITAL SOFT TEXTILES

There is a challenge when dealing with the physical-digital difference in textiles in fashion design. We find that design considerations are not only enhanced when considering textile hand and drape, but that the design considerations benefit in both phenomenological and postphenomenological ways.

6.1 Challenges of digital vs physical textile materials

There is a physical-digital difference between the design considerations perceived through physical engagement and designing from the (tunable) properties in the digital environment that come from textile and computer science. Physical design considerations are often understood through the hand and often become implicit. Digital design considerations miss the embodied interaction with its implicit understanding. Physical and digital textile materials are based on the slight differences in objective measured bending and shear properties. But as we see in the digital designer reflections, the design considerations in textiles, clothing, leather, and fashion go beyond sliders to adjust the stiffness or flowyness of the soft textile material. Physical-digital textile transformation for fashion design practice requires a combination of phenomenological and postphenomenological approaches to represent what designers are considering. There is value in increasing designers’ understanding of scientific properties, but developing a nuanced understanding of the designers’ considerations when creating a digital material is equally important.

The phenomenological argument that more science is needed to accurately simulate textiles is previously understood. Developing an understanding of scientifically measured textile properties required to simulate textiles in garments is important to designers, design researchers, and obviously, material or computer scientists [1, 2, 29, 41, 46, 54], as discussed in 2.3. The shared interest in accurately digitalizing textiles [9] helps facilitate digital design processes that simplify the complexity of fashion design. However, this only works when accurate [45], which remains important to fashion technology related research [8, 9]. The phenomenological properties remain vital not only to the physical artifact but vital to the digital textile as well. The shared interest from design, science, and design research needs greater knowledge transfer [26, 61] and new processes [40, 70], which are valuable to incorporate for textile and fashion.

We find that great opportunities are in the postphenomenological approaches to textile and fashion as the design considerations of the designer (and most likely the wearer) “coshape” the meaning of physical textile materials [66] and in research of screen-based “dis-embodiment” [53]. In digital fashion design, a postphenomenological lens is valuable to understand the different layers that occur in the initial phases of the design process when a textile is considered for a design. Embodied interaction with the textile enabled designers to translate implicit knowledge into design considerations for the textile materials. They are resulting in a phenomenological understanding of textiles developed through tangibly interacting with the soft textile material.

Only having a tangible interaction with the textile created a more postphenomenological understanding of the design considerations. Observing the textile draped resulted in phenomenological interpretations of the material. A combination of both tangible and drape resulted in a postphenomenological vocabulary within the reflections that demonstrates the participant understands the entanglements between both phases as they consider what each means to the wearer’s everyday life. Phenomenological understanding allows the designers to make postphenomenological design considerations for subsequent phases of design, fabrication, and use where ideas of style, social interaction, and personal expression become important. Design considerations based on a deeper textile material understanding consider the wearer’s comfort, durability, aesthetics, style, and more, as discussed in 5.1. Then materiality of “things” becomes relevant again beyond just a visual perception of beauty and style [66]. Understanding the relationship of digital-physical textiles requires holding often explicit phenomenological and often implicit postphenomenological ideas in the mind simultaneously. More research into the software of digital fashion design is required.

6.2 Drape

In the drape phase, we found that the drape method changed the perception of the soft material, co-shaping the relationship between the designer and the soft material, uncovering limitations and new
possibilities for their use. In our study, the drape method informed, confirmed, or challenged the participant designers. At the same time, it supported them to consider the differences and similarities between the material properties related to the drape of the textiles evaluated. This method allows designers to visualize how textiles could flow around or stand from the body.

The general reflection of the workshop participants on the drape observation provides insights into what they learned during the workshop and how they think it affects their design practice. The reflections showed the potential of drape tools to increase participant knowledge and understanding of the textile from a post-phenomenological view [66]. How Verbeek placed the role of the sewing machine for designers' “involvement and human artifact relations” [66], this artifact role plays the drape in a digital environment. However, participants also expressed concerns about only considering a textile based on the drape observation. The contrasting experiences fit a postphenomenological view where personal emotional interpretations are reinforced or diminished as new relations “coshape” [66]. Moreover, the participants understood that skills are needed to understand the drape observation, which reflects their involvement in understanding the ‘context of the artifacts’ and what these artifacts ‘make available’ [66]. The general reflection of the participants on the drape method confirms the textile-specific design considerations across workshop phases. In this case, the scientific drape measurement method functions as an artifact that mediates experience. The technology mediated the perception of the textile’s drape and shaped subjectivity and objectivity [66].

In the discussed examples, the textile in drape is mainly approached from a personal perspective, while the tangible phase tends to consider the wearer as well. At the same time, the draped textile places the material in a new perspective, inviting to "Play further" or to review the design considerations, adding the value of a combination of tangible interaction and observing the drape of the textile. Through the drape observation, they better understood the possibilities of the textile. The drape visualized a more nuanced view of the stiffness or flowyness of the textile than only tangible interaction. In other words, by experiencing both tangible and drape, the drape method can mediate the overall interpretation of the soft material when approached from postphenomenological design considerations. The visual drape, on its own, misses the "sensorial conception of aesthetic" [66] which is required to relate the material properties and characteristics to relevant design considerations. At the same time, the visual drape contributes to the material understanding. However, without a tangible understanding of textiles, fashion designers seem to lose the specialized implicit textile understanding related to the design considerations.

### 6.3 Tangible

In the tangible phase, the participating designers used tangible interactions to consider textile properties and characteristics. While these findings are not new, they confirm the importance of tangible interaction in digital fashion design. Through a first-person embodied process, participants engaged their implicit understanding and knowledge of textiles to translate their experience into design considerations. The participants associated the textile properties and characteristics with requirements for making and finishing garments from the textiles, considering their quality using durability, performance, and aesthetics. Participants considered the user or wearer from bodily perspectives that were often situated and aesthetic. As seen in the findings, the tangible interaction with the textile enabled the participants to translate the phenomenological understanding into postphenomenological design considerations. The tangible interaction was similar to the embodied techniques interaction designers apply to their processes, which HCI design students have been trained to use. The knowledge and understanding expressed by the participants but also their consideration showed overlap with the design considerations of design researchers working with wearables and garments. Moreover, the results relate to how other designers interact with and explore textile materials that we see in similar research [2, 19, 26, 52, 56].

The general reflection of the workshop participants on the drape observation provides insights into what they learned during the workshop and how they think it affects their design practice. The reflections showed the potential of drape tools to increase participant knowledge and understanding of the textile from a post-phenomenological view [66]. How Verbeek placed the role of the sewing machine for designers’ “involvement and human artifact relations” [66], this artifact role plays the drape in a digital environment. However, participants also expressed concerns about only considering a textile based on the drape observation. The contrasting experiences fit a postphenomenological view where personal emotional interpretations are reinforced or diminished as new relations “coshape” [66]. Moreover, the participants understood that skills are needed to understand the drape observation, which reflects their involvement in understanding the ‘context of the artifacts’ and what these artifacts ‘make available’ [66]. The general reflection of the participants on the drape method confirms the textile-specific design considerations across workshop phases. In this case, the scientific drape measurement method functions as an artifact that mediates experience. The technology mediated the perception of the textile’s drape and shaped subjectivity and objectivity [66].

In the discussed examples, the textile in drape is mainly approached from a personal perspective, while the tangible phase tends to consider the wearer as well. At the same time, the draped textile places the material in a new perspective, inviting to "Play further" or to review the design considerations, adding the value of a combination of tangible interaction and observing the drape of the textile. Through the drape observation, they better understood the possibilities of the textile. The drape visualized a more nuanced view of the stiffness or flowyness of the textile than only tangible interaction. In other words, by experiencing both tangible and drape, the drape method can mediate the overall interpretation of the soft material when approached from postphenomenological design considerations. The visual drape, on its own, misses the "sensorial conception of aesthetic" [66] which is required to relate the material properties and characteristics to relevant design considerations. At the same time, the visual drape contributes to the material understanding. However, without a tangible understanding of textiles, fashion designers seem to lose the specialized implicit textile understanding related to the design considerations.

### 7 FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

There remain opportunities for research and practice in textile design where the disciplines of fashion, textile, material science, computer science for textile simulation, and tangible design research use significantly different approaches to describe soft textiles. While we see design researchers combining many of these approaches together, there still needs to be a disciplinary difference. The examples in 2.1 and 2.3 show a similar interest and need for understanding the expertise of drape and properties like bending, extensibility, and shear of the textile material we discussed in 2.2. What is emerging is a new understanding of soft textile materials that spans disciplines and requires a translation between the systems of working with these materials is made possible. The possibilities are embodied, phenomenological, and postphenomenological.

The ten textiles we selected and divided into five basic textile categories familiar to fashion designers resulted in rich data. Still, ten is the minimum number needed to create enough differences and similarities between the textiles for the designers to make informed comparisons. Considering the ten textiles in each of the workshop phases made the workshop long and intense, which might have caused the input decline, which we saw during the Reflection phase, where only thirteen participants completed all the questions. For a future workshop, a more extensive group reflection may yield better if time is a constraint to let each participant consider from each category one textile, this would require twice the number of
participants. Another consideration might be to omit the knitted textiles C1 and C2.

The present results are based on the process of going through the tangible interaction, while the participants still needed to be made aware of the content of the next phase. The tangible phase consisted of intense interaction with the textiles. As a result, during the drape observation and analyses, the participants were already familiar with the textiles, we wonder if this knowledge influenced their considerations during drape observation. Observing the semi-scientific drape to consider the drape of the soft material was a new method for most participants. To provoke an even deeper understanding of the design considerations based on the soft material textile drape, the first two phases of the workshop could be flipped. A future study could split participants into two groups following the workshop in alternating order, like drape-tangible and tangible-drape.

While this study provided valuable insights into the perspectives of fashion designers with physical and digital backgrounds, it is important to acknowledge that the sample was limited to this specific group. Therefore, future studies could broaden the scope by including designers from outside the fashion industry who work with physical and digital materials. This could provide a more comprehensive understanding of the topic and uncover new perspectives and insights.

In this study, we found postphenomenological approaches allowed us to gain a deeper understanding of the material aesthetics of textiles in screen-based visualizations. Our findings revealed that the drape is a promising method for translating measured properties and bridging the gap between physical and digital textiles in the practice of design. Future investigations could continue to explore the contributions of postphenomenology as designers help others relate to the embodied nature of textiles as garments. Additionally, our focus was on static presentations of textiles. Still, there is a large body of work on animated and dynamic representations that could be incorporated into future research to expand our understanding of this topic further.

More research is needed to understand the design considerations of textiles that depend upon combining physical textile tangible and drape considerations into design practice in the digital space. In this, the way of combining the tools discussed in this paper should be further developed with explorations of how to make them easily accessible in physical and digital design spaces. Within the limitations of the different 3D software programs, the simulated textile based on the measured textile properties enables researchers to create tools to support integration between the understanding of the physical and digital drape of the materials.

We invite others to explore the possibilities between the physical and digital textile needs for further research involving cooperation between disciplines, including standardization of textile measurement to overcome the hurdles for accurately simulating textiles. Moreover, decreasing the gap between the embodied tangible interaction with the physical material and the drape observation will help others make design considerations that are postphenomenological in practice. We see opportunities not only for textile and fashion design but also in architecture, interior, game design, HCI, TEI and software engineering, where textiles and similar soft materials are increasingly part of the design process.

8 CONCLUSION

We find that tangible interaction with soft textile materials is essential for digital designers to gain a phenomenological understanding of soft textile materials, this strengthens the already-known importance of tangible interaction. The phenomenological understanding allows designers to make postphenomenological design considerations. Even more interesting is that the drape observation can offer rich insight into materials design considerations that reach deep into the situated everyday practice of the wearer, often reinforcing the implicit postphenomenological ideas. Design considerations for textiles and likely other flexible materials are informed by the decisions made when the designer interacts with the materials. Tangible and drape experiences, as a fold, stand, and drape approach, helped designers confront the understanding needed to create design considerations for digital material definition in digital design. Moreover, the research indicates a potential complementary relationship between tangible interaction and drape observation for new methods for considering textile materials.
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